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Trust problems arise in sequential exchange when trustor is
uncertain of whether trustee will reciprocate a utility
transfer.

In our model we assume that trustees have same
preferences but act under different structural conditions. 

A long-term type plays a repeated game while a short-term
type is in a one-shot situation. 

Trustors prefere long-term relationships but do not know
the type of the trustee.

Can the situation of trustor and long-term trustee be
improved if trustee could credibly communicate his type?
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Example 1: Engagement rings

In the US, men are expected to spend up to 3 monthly
wages on an engagement ring.
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Example 2: Children

The Grameen Bank preferably
lends money to women.
Women take care of children
and are less probable to be fly-
by-nights.

Muhammad Yunus, Gr¨under der Grameen
Bank und Gewinner des Friedens-Nobelpreises 
2006.
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Market with buyers and two type of sellers
• Anonymous buyers and sellers trade with each other
• Short-term seller: single transaction
• Long-term seller: repeated transactions

Interactions between buyers and sellers
• Consist of either one or several transactions
• Buyer sends money; seller sends good
• If either player does not send, interaction is over.

Sellers‘ investments
• Before an interaction, seller can make an investment
• Buyer is informed about seller‘s investment

Cover Story
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Trust game with incomplete information

• Buyer (player B): 
not buy, buy
Seller (player S)
ship, not ship

• α: Probability of
long-term seller

• δl: discount factor
long-term seller,
R/(1-δl) > T > P

• δs: discount factor
short-term seller,
T > R/(1-δs) > P
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Buyer never buys if

αR/(1−δl) + (1 − α)S < P

Sellers can, at cost c, engage in an action observable by
the buyer.

Costly actions are credible signals of seller‘s type only if

(long-term seller) R/(1− δl) − P > c and

(short-term seller) T − P < c

Trust game with incomplete information
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Experimental design
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Experimental design
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Hypotheses

H1: Buyer decisions to buy are more frequent under the
treatment condition than under the control (i.e. without
investment possibility).

H2: Amounts invested by long-term sellers are higher than
amounts invested by short-term sellers.

H3: The higher the amount invested by a seller, the higher
the probability that the buyer buys.

H4: The higher the amount invested by a seller, the higher
the probability that the seller ships.



11Nizhniy signal: t = 2.95, p < 0.01; Zurich signal: t = 5.48, p < 0.001; 
Zurich ad: t = 3.25, p < 0.01; t-test with robust standard errors

Results: Sellers‘ investment decisions
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Nizhniy: z = −1.87, p = 0.062; Zurich: no invest vs. signal: z = −1.08, p = 0.279; 
signal vs. ad: z = 1.72, p = 0.086; no invest vs. ad: z = 1.28, p = 0.201; z-test with 
robust standard errors

Results: Buyers‘ buying decisions
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Results: Buyers‘ buying decisions

Logit regression models with buyer decision in first game of interaction as the dependent variable.
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Results: Sellers‘ shipping decisions
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Conclusions

Long-term sellers indeed invested higher amounts than
short-term sellers.

The larger a seller‘s investment in a signal was, the higher
was a buyer‘s propensity to buy.

Under the control (i.e. without investment possibility) 
buyers decided more often to buy than under the
treatment condition

The amount invested did not affect sellers shipping decision
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Questionnaire on seller‘s strategy
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Questionnaire on buyer‘s strategy
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Agent-based simulation of trust game with signaling

• Population of 800 agents, 400 buyers and 400 
sellers

• α*400 long-term and (1-α)*400 short-term types
• Random matching of buyers and sellers
• 800 interactions per generation
• Replicator dynamics: p´= p π/Π

- successful strategies increas in number
- more successfull strategies increas faster

• Mutation rate r=0.001

Strategies
• Buyer (contingent on investment decision of seller):

S = {(¬b, ¬b), (b, ¬b), (¬b, b), (b, b)}
• Seller: S = {(¬s, ¬i), (s, ¬i), (¬s, i), (s, i)}
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α < α* α < α* , c > c*
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α > α* , c < c*α < α* , c < c*
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